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SA’s favourite retailers,
closures and buyouts,
and outdoor furniture
comes of age
From being only Gauteng‑based at the inaugural event last year, the second
annual Retail Awards has broadened its scope to become a national survey.
The awards, which are geared to recognising innovation and growth within
the retail sector, saw quite a shake‑up of winners in the different categories
this year, owing to new category splits and changes, extended coverage
of the study and an innovative research study conducted by TNS Research
Surveys to ensure more niche outlets were included. Read our lead news
story to find out who South Africa’s favourite retailers are.
On the supplier front, case goods manufacturer Motani Industries has
been forced to close its factory and focus on importing selected lines from
the Far East, while electrical appliances manufacturer Nu‑world Industries
is hoping its recent restructuring exercise will improve its competitiveness.
Internationally, US‑based Simmons has been acquired by competitor
mattress maker Serta.
It is interesting to note that consumers are increasingly treating their
outside residential spaces as another living area, especially in South Africa
where our climate is so favourable. Consequently, the outdoor furniture
sector is showing significant growth, as Germany’s Spogga, the largest
outdoor furniture trade show in Europe, bears testimony. Michelle Gibbons
of MBM Furniture recently attended this show and in Talking Points shares
her insights into the latest trends emerging from the international market,
which South Africans can look forward to in 2010.
Moving on to things technical, experts agree
that Blu‑ray Disc will eventually replace DVD as
the preferred video and data storage format.
Find out why and what this means to the
industry at large in Technology Focus.
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Newsline: Retail Awards

Geen & richards
named top furniture store at

2009 Retail Awards
Furniture retailer Geen & Richards, a member of the Ellerines
group, has been named the top furniture store for 2009 at
the annual The Times and Sowetan Retail Awards, held at
Northgate Ice Rink in October. JD Group retailers Morkels
came in second, with Bradlows taking third place.
In its second year, the event has broadened its scope to
go beyond Gauteng and become a national survey. “The
retail sector is particularly feeling the pinch with the current
recession and, therefore we felt it was critical to expand the
survey and provide over 30 retail categories across the country
with valuable insights into how they are ranked by consumers
in this fiercely competitive environment,” says Avusa
Media general manager advertising revenue and strategic
communications Enver Groenewald.
The 2009 Retail Awards saw quite a shake‑up of winners
in the different categories, owing to new category splits and
changes, extended coverage of the study and an innovative
research study conducted by TNS Research Surveys to ensure
more niche outlets were included. This is in line with the new
emphasis worldwide that specialist stores also form an integral
part of consumers’ shopping experience.
Favourite outlets that were once again dominant winners
include Game, Hi‑Fi Corporation and Makro – the top shops
for electronics and gadgets, and Clicks as the favourite
specialist health and beauty store. CTM won the hardware and
building stores category, with Builders Warehouse second and
Build It third.
page 4 ►

‘a FittinG tRiBute’ – schoultZ
Geen & Richards has
thanked its customers
for voting the brand the
number one retail furniture
store in the Times/Sowetan
2009 Retail Awards, the first
time that furniture has been
included as a category in
this survey.
“The Award is a fitting
tribute to Geen & Richards
in its 100th Year,” says
managing executive Andre
andre schoultz –
Schoultz. “This milestone
acknowledges customers.
is symbolic of the brand’s
commitment to its customer promise – that is the
perpetual pursuit of distinction.”
The legacy was initially created by the founders, Herbert
Henry Geen and Thomas Richards, when they opened
the first branch of Geen & Richards in President Street
Johannesburg in 1909. The name Geen & Richards very
soon spread around and its success resulted in a move to
bigger premises before the end of the first year.
Now operating through 67 stores countrywide, and with
plans to open seven additional new stores this year, the
brand is well‑positioned to kick‑start the next 100 years of
personal assistance to customers.
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Newsline: Retail Awards

Retail aWaRds Goes national
◄

page 3 | reTAil AWArDS

The hotly contested awards proved
that the retail environment is highly
competitive with small differences in
ratings. “There were generally smaller
differences in ratings amongst users of the
various retailers than we saw in the recent
Sunday Times Top Brands study, which
used the same methodology,” explains TNS
Research Surveys director for innovation
and development Neil Higgs. “Clearly,
there is fierce competition between
retailers – but there is also an opportunity,
in line with the new emphasis on the
shopper (as distinct from the consumer
or end‑user), for retailers to re‑look their
whole shopper environment and shopper
experience in an effort to differentiate
themselves from competitors.”
Adds Groenewald: “To keep ahead of
competitors and secure a bigger share of
consumer spend retailers need to strongly
market what makes their offering unique
and come up with creative ways to add
more value to clients.”

To establish who consumers’ top retailers are, The Times and Sowetan commis‑
sioned TNS Research Surveys to conduct quantifiable research across the country.
To get the results for the awards, 3 500 adults covering both metro and non‑metro
areas were interviewed face‑to face in their homes.
“The awards were established to recognise innovation and growth within
the retail sector. This year a new research partner, TNS Research Surveys was
appointed, which enabled a complete make‑over of the study to align it with
the new emphasis worldwide that specialist stores also form an integral part of
the consumers’ shopping experience,” says Avusa Media general manager for
advertising revenue and strategic communications Enver Groenewald.
From the research conducted, a retailer can be a winner in one of three situations:
if it is big and rated above average by both its users and its non‑users, if it is truly
big but perhaps only rated as average by its users and non‑users and finally, if it is
smaller but very well loved by its users and is inspirational amongst its non‑users.
This year the number of categories increased considerably, resulting from previ‑
ously large categories being split into more tightly defined groupings that better
represent competitive sets. The categories totalled 31, ranging from shoe stores,
furniture stores to jewellery stores. New categories included the Retail Grand Prix
award and the Overall Retail Experience award. Other additions included Western
Cape and KwaZulu‑Natal shopping centres and family sit‑down restaurants.
“The survey gives retailers the opportunity to review their entire shopper
environment and shopper experience in an effort to differentiate themselves from
competitors,” says TNS Research Surveys director for innovation and development
Neil Higgs.

Geen and Richards clinched the award for the best furniture store in
South Africa. Operations executive Shaun Stobart (left) accepted it
from Avusa’s Enver Groenewald.
4
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Peter Morland (Clicks) accepts the award for best specialist health
and beauty store from Enver Groenewald (Avusa).
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Newsline: Retail Awards

‘Retail sector must understand the shopper journey’
To enjoy a larger share of the South African wallet retailers
need to invest in a better understanding of the shopper
journey and delivering an enhanced shopping experience.
This is according to Peter Wilson, shopper expert at TNS
Research Surveys, the research company that conducted the
survey for the 2009 Retail Awards.
“Retailers need to create an effective shopping environment
to be better rated than their competitors and recognise the
difference between how a consumer sitting at home operates
to a shopper at their store, as these can be two different
individuals, and if not the same individual in two totally
different modes,” says Wilson.
“It is no longer about passive retailing, which means you
now need to link shoppers with products faster, for greater
profits. You need to know exactly what each shopper wants, or
may buy as they come through the front door, and you need
to deliver it to them right away, accepting their cash quickly
and speeding them on their way – this is active retailing.”
Wilson points that a consumer at home will judge a product
based on its ease of opening or its smell and taste, while a
shopper in a store will look at its branding or packaging and
how easy the product is to identify on the shop shelf.
“To ensure retailers keep ahead of their competitors they
need to gain more insight into the shopper journey and

CTM was named best hardware and building store. Accepting the
award from Enver Groenewald is Grant Burrows.

how to engage with shopper marketing more successfully,”
says Avusa Media general manager advertising revenue and
strategic communications Enver Groenewald. “More and more
decisions are being made in‑store and the retailer power
continues to grow with private label products becoming as
competitive as branded products.”
To assist the retail sector in better understanding how South
Africans rate them as a retail outlet The Times and Sowetan
conducted research to provide a gauge of where they are
ranked, which was revealed at the annual 2009 Retail Awards.
TNS Research Surveys point out that shopping dynamics
have changed and that statistics show that time spent in
shops has decreased; people shop more frequently and
shopping trips are less planned.
“Improving conversion on the path to purchase is key to
success and retailers really need to research and get to grips
with the shopper journey, from the shopper type to store
layout to signage,” declares Wilson.” There are some golden
rules but each retail category is unique and needs to be
individually assessed.
“Shoppers are currently looking for an efficient trip, value
and the right selection of products. Retailers need to conduct
better shopper research, which focuses on actionable insights
and a clear path to execution.”

The award for best electronic, computer and gadget store was presented to
Game’s Vis Gounden (left) by Jason Sequeira (Sowetan and Sunday World).
With them is Reardon Sanderson (right), manager new business retail.
Home Goods Retailer – November 2009
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Newsline

NCr rises to challenges

imposed by credit crunch

Gabriel davel – engagement with credit
providers is crucial.

panasonic begins
sanyo takeover
Japanese electronics group Panasonic
has begun the process to take over a
majority stake in smaller rival Sanyo.
Sanyo’s three big shareholders –
Daiwa Securities, Goldman Sachs and
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking – are to
sell a combined 3.07 billion shares
to Panasonic.
Panasonic says Sanyo is expected
to become its subsidiary by mid‑
December.
Panasonic is interested in Sanyo’s
green energy businesses, such as
solar panels and batteries.
The deal comes a year after the pair
first announced a potential takeover.
Sanyo has been facing problems
in recent years, cutting thousands
of jobs and selling unprofitable
operations. Recently it has been hit
by a stronger yen and rising material
costs. It was also forced to change its
top management after an accounting
scandal about falsifying past earnings
and reporting a profit when it had
actually made a loss.

6
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While the National Credit Act (NCA) deals
decisively with many of the problems
which caused the sub‑prime crisis,
imposing it at a time when the financial
crisis and debt stress were posing huge
demands on consumers and financial
institutions raised significant challenges,
this according to National Credit
Regulator (NCR) CEO Gabriel Davel.
Commenting on the tabling in
Parliament of the NCR’s annual report for
the year to March 2009, Davel notes that
the regulator has once again received
an unqualified audit report on its annual
financial statements. “This confirms
that we implemented effective internal
controls and reporting standards.”
The NCR’s total operational expendi‑
ture for the past year was R52.8 million.
“The NCA established the debt
counsellor function to assist
debt‑stressed consumers in the
engagement and negotiation with
different credit providers in order to
create a debt restructuring plan,” Davel
continues. “We found that consumers
applying for counselling had on average
ten credit agreements each, many of
which were already in arrears, with legal
action being threatened. Without the
specialist assistance of a debt counsellor,
most consumers would find it very
difficult to conclude a feasible debt
restructuring plan.”
Davel says the most critical and
complex component of the debt
restructuring process is engagement
with the different credit providers and
achieving a restructuring plan which is
acceptable to all parties.
Davel points to a range of factors
undermining the implementation of
the debt counselling provisions of
the Act, which are causing substantial
delays. “The inability to conclude the

magistrate’s court hearings on debt
counselling applications is one of the
most significant obstacles to its effective
implementation,” he says. “At our financial
year‑end, magistrate’s court hearings
had taken place for less than 3 000 of
more than 50 000 applications for debt
counselling. In the six months following
year‑end, the number of debt review
applications continued increasing and
now exceed 100 000.”
In March 2009 the NCR applied to
the High Court for a declaratory order
on several matters relating to debt
counselling. Judgment was delivered
in August and provided clarity on
many aspects of the interpretation and
application of the debt counselling
provisions of the NCA. Additionally,
the Department of Trade and Industry
published draft regulations which could
address certain problems delaying the
magistrate’s court hearings.
The NCR is pleased with a consistent
increase in the number of debt
counsellors, and with a consistent
improvement in the quality of debt
counselling. “Our priorities also include
the maintenance of standards regarding
the debt counselling process, and we
ensure this through ongoing education,
training and monitoring of debt
counselors,” says Davel. “We also perform
ongoing inspections to ensure that debt
counsellors adhere to the conditions
of their registration and comply with
the requirements of the NCA and its
Regulations.”
“During the year, we expanded the
scope of the NCR’s awareness and
educational campaigns. Our aim is to
ensure that all consumers, particularly
financially vulnerable consumers, are
aware of the protective measures
contained in the NCA.”
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Newsline

motani industries closes case goods factory
Motani Industries, the large and long lived case goods
manufacturer historically based in Koedoespoort, Pretoria,
has decided to mothball its plant and concentrate on
imported furniture.
Sales and marketing manager Brian Fraser says: “In the
current climate and with the outlook being as unsettled as it
is, it became plain that the business model which had worked
so successfully and for so long for Motani Industries was no
longer viable. Maintaining a labour force to keep production
lines open on certain models, when we knew there was no
guarantee of a minimally profitable run, was not sustainable.
“So the brave decision was taken by Setar and Faizel
Motani to cease all manufacture and concentrate on selected
imported lines from the Far East. This way we only bring in
what we can sell and also can offer a wider variety of furniture
to our customers.”
“Aristocraft, which has always been a very successful brand
for us and at one time had its own factory, will be retained
as the brand under which we will market our imported lines,”
Fraser continues. “What puts us at a competitive advantage
to our customers is the fact that all our lines are brought
in containers in a kit or SKD form. It is so simple for our
customers to assemble and the saving on space and transport
costs is immense.”
Was the market not upset by the decision to cease
manufacturing? “I think there were customers who were
shocked,” says Fraser. “It’s inevitable as the local manufacturing
base continues to shrink, but we were really left with little
alternative. However, that’s not to say that we won’t revisit
the idea of manufacturing again at some point. There is a big
gap in the middle market, but it will have to make economic
sense. However, no bridges have been burnt.
“Right now,” he continues, “we are making money. In fact,
we’ve doubled our rand value and grown our customer profile.”
Currently being imported under the Aristocraft label are
bedroom suites, dining room suites, wall units and coffee
tables. New for Aristocraft is the introduction of a conservative
range of lounge suites, which will be used to test the
feasibility of entering this segment of the market sometime in
the future.
“If they prove successful, it will be another arrow in our
armoury,” Fraser declares. “The trick in this business is to
understand your market, choose your suppliers with care
and make sure that they can make the products your market
wants. If you can do all this – and at a competitive price – you
have the makings of a good business.
Both Fraser and Faizel Motani have a great deal of
experience on which to fall back. “I have been in the business
for 40 years and have been visiting and buying from China for
over ten years,” says Frazer. “Faizel has 20 years of experience
under his belt, has a great teacher in Setar, and has travelled
to all the fairs very frequently over the years. We know the
industry has changed, probably permanently, and that we had
to adapt – or die – as we were once famously warned.”
Although Fraser confirms the company has started
cautiously, it fully expects to “significantly enlarge our ranges
by March 2010. As we develop our markets and gain more

One of the dining room suites currently being imported under the
Aristocraft label.
confidence about our lines, we’ll definitely bring in more.
Aristocraft is a well known brand with a good image, and as a
company we fully intend to punch our weight in the future.”
Aristocraft employs two full time sales representativess
for the Gauteng region, and operates with agents in the
Eastern Cape and KwaZulu‑Natal. “Naturally, I travel down
to the regions regularly and check up and keep an eye on
things,” says Fraser. “So far, so good. Everything has gone far
more smoothly than we expected since we started the new
business in April. It is certainly paying off.”

ares management buys
simmons in $760m deal
Private equity firm Ares Management and a unit of
the Ontario’s Teacher’s Pension Plan, which owns
competitor Serta, have purchased US‑based mattress
makers Simmons for $760 million, in a deal that includes
Simmons filing for bankruptcy.
Although Serta and Simmons will continue to operate
as separate companies and brands, together they will
have a bigger share of the market than current world
leader Sealy, according to market research firm IBISWorld.
“The transaction is only applicable to Simmons opera‑
tions in the US and none of the Simmons licencees, includ‑
ing Simmons South Africa, will be affected by the buy‑out,”
says Simmons SA managing director Ahmed Omar.
“Serta and Simmons will continue to compete with
each other in the US and international markets, as both
brands are very strong,” he adds.
Simmons, which is owned by private equity firm
Thomas H. Lee, has been negotiating with lenders and
creditors since late 2008, as a heavy debt load and a
decline in consumer demand squeezed its profits and
caused it to miss financial targets required by a loan
associated with its 2003 buyout.
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Newsline

positive growth, customer demand
necessitate coricraf t national expansion
Following sustained positive growth
in 2008 and off the back of increasing
customer demand, Coricraft has opened
six new retail stores in 2009, with another
three planned for the first quarter of 2010.
Coricraft managing director David
Jacobson says this growth, combined
with recent changes in retail trends, has
prompted the group to widen its footprint
and look more aggressively at its store
roll‑out programme.
“Traditional retail norms have changed
dramatically over the past 12 months.
Customers are not only demanding lower
prices for better quality products, but also
looking for stringent pre‑ and post‑sales
service standards. The Coricraft brand
is directly aligned with our customer
demands. As these demands grow,
we have recognised the need to make
the Coricraft experience more readily
accessible across the country.”
Coricraft currently operates stores
in the Western Cape, Eastern Cape,
Gauteng, Free State, Mpumalanga
and the North West province. The
group identified the need to grow its
geographical footprint into new areas as
well as establish additional presence in
selected existing areas.
The new stores have opened in
Parkview Pretoria, Springfield Value Centre
and The Crescent Shopping Centre in
Durban, Clear Water Mall and The Glen
shopping centre in Gauteng, and the
Palms Centre in Salt River, Cape Town.
New stores are also scheduled
8

|

to open in Witbank (Mpumalanga)
Polokwane (Limpopo) and the Vaal
Triangle during 2010.
Coricraft furniture is designed, manu‑
factured and sourced according to inter‑
national furniture trends. Jacobson says
in line with this concept, the new stores
have a sleek new image which has been
rolled out to existing stores located in
Sandton City, Johannesburg, Canal Walk,
Cape Town and the Rustenburg store.
“The new stores will have a brand‑new
look‑and‑feel. We want customers to relate
to the in‑store experience and at the same
time be exposed to the same unbeatable
value in an environment that is in a class
of its own.”
Coricraft’s expansion plans build on its
20‑year‑strong history of furnishing South
African homes with locally designed and
manufactured leather and fabric furniture,

Coricraft’s Sandton City store boasts a sleek
new image.
including the now famous Coricraft
slip cover sofa. It also imports a diverse
range of wooden furniture, sourced from
countries around the world.
“The Coricraft strategy is simple – more
value, more quality, more range, for less
price,” Jacobson continues. “Customers
today are better informed and demand
to pay less for a better product. Coricraft
positions itself as a champion of consumer
value and with our new and exciting store
roll‑out and revamp project, we plan to
make the experience that much sweeter
for our valued customers.”
Coricraft furniture is designed, manufactured
and sourced according to international
furniture trends, which is reflected in the
stores’ new look‑and‑feel.
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dionWired opens in
Western cape
The first DionWired consumer electronics
and appliances concept store in the
Western Cape, and the eighth in South
Africa, opened its doors to Somerset Mall
shoppers in September.
According to Massdiscounters
managing director Jan Potgieter, the
store is designed to provide a high‑tech,
interactive shopping experience, which
reflects the contemporary sophistication
of the state‑of‑the‑art gadgets and
appliances that have become a way of
life and an integral part of the homes of
its customers.
The new store is designed around wide
aisles and information screens complete
with product and pricing information. It
has product categories that include audio
visual, photographic, Blue‑Ray movies,
office equipment, telecommunications,
computer hardware and software, gaming
and cellular phones and accessories. The
store will carry brand names that include
LG, Samsung, Sony, Defy, Canon, Marantz,
Sennheiser, Bosch, Hewlett Packard, Miele,

The new DionWired store at Somerset Mall in the Western Cape features wide aisles and
information screens showing product and pricing informations
Garmin, SMEG and Apple.
In‑store product and pricing informa‑
tion is enhanced with tips, guidance
and information from LCD TV screens,
sales staff and “propeller heads” – highly
trained IT assistants who assist with

on‑site technical queries, installations,
equipment repair, upgrade quotes and
services. Further customer services
offered include customer deliveries,
installations of televisions and large audio
products and appliances.

nu-world shows resilience in contracting market
Domestic electrical appliances manu‑
facturer Nu‑world Industries is confident
that its recent rigorous restructuring pro‑
gramme will better position the group to
be more competitive, withstand current
challenging times and be better prepared
to take advantage as markets improve.
In restructuring and substantially
downsizing its local manufacturing
division Nu‑world cut back on 100 of
its staff complement of approximately
600 people. It also disinvested from
its subsidiaries in the US and UK, as
these were loss‑making components.
Additionally, a number of small
appliances, which are no longer
cost‑competitive to manufacture locally,
are now outsourced from the East.
“We are carrying the final write‑down
of these disinvestments in this year’s
financial results but we have refined
and concentrated our portfolio to what
it needs to be,” says chairman Michael
Goldberg.
“The second half of 2009 is showing

signs of improvement as consumers
respond to lower rates and consumer and
business sentiment improve,” he adds.
After a difficult and slow first half to
February 2009, the remainder of the
trading year generated a substantial
218.7 per cent improvement in profits
after tax, compared to the same period,
March to August 2008. Group turnover
for continuing operations decreased
by 5.4 per cent to R1443.1 million, and
the South African operation reflected
a decrease in revenue of four per cent.
Operating margins of 3.6 per cent
remained in line with margins from the
previous year.
“The South African market place
remains intensely competitive,”
says Goldberg. “Our subsidiaries in
Australia are experiencing similar fierce
competition in tight market conditions.”
Income before tax is down by 29.9 per
cent to R33.4 million. Headline earnings
per share decreased by 30.3 per cent
to 143.2 cents. Cash generated from

operations amounted to R40.7 million.
The balance sheet remains strong with
cash balances on hand of R149.1 million.
Although the retail market for
consumer durables has contracted
over the past three years, Goldberg
says Nu‑World’s sales have proved to
be relatively resilient and the company
has grown market share in a number of
key categories. “Apart from maintaining
a lion’s share of price‑entry brands, we
are focusing on value‑added up‑market
products, specifically with consumer
electronics – matching the specifications
of international brands at more affordable
price points,” says Goldberg.
The Vegas range of consumer
electronics and appliances has been
added to Nu‑world’s top‑line offering.
New initiatives which will be available for
the Christmas season include ideal kids
TV games, electronic musical instruments,
full featured LCDs with IPOD docking and
built‑in DVD players, digital photo frames
and blue‑ray DVDs.
Home Goods Retailer – November 2009
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CEA Recruitment
CON SUMER ELECTRONICS & APPLIANCES
We invite candidates interested in the
positions listed below or looking for a career move
to submit their CV in confidence.

MARKETING MANAGERS, PRODUCT/
BRAND MANAGERS, MARKETING CO-ORDINATORS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diploma/degree in marketing
Must have relevant proven experience
Understanding of marketing, advertising and
media related functions
Sales and promotion planning and implementation
Candidates must be articulate, analytical and have
strong presentation skills
Product procurement and relevant administration
Consumer electronics industry experience an
advantage

SALES MANAGERS, REGIONAL MANAGERS,
KEY ACCOUNTS, SALES REPRESENTATIVES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relevant sales and marketing
experience/qualification
Successful sales background
Customer orientated, shop front support
Industry experience an advantage
Strong negotiation and communication skills
Must be able to identify new business
opportunities and expand on customer base
Product knowledge training
Good administration, planning and
organisational skills
Computer literacy (MS Office)

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS
Office/Sales Administrators, Data Capturers,
PA’s / Secretaries
Credit Controllers, Debtors Clerks
Shipping Clerks, Warehouse/Stock Controllers
Using a specialist recruitment agency that
understands the market and which will dedicate
itself to discussing your needs and searching for
suitable candidates is of importance.

shoprite performs well in
challenging market
For the three months ending
September 2009 the Shoprite
Group’s furniture division
managed to increase turnover
by 8.8 per cent in a difficult
trading environment in
which aggressive discounting
intensified thereby putting
further pressure on margins.
The group grew turnover by
15.3 per cent and increased its
market share by 1.6 per cent
to its highest level of 31.67 per
cent in September. CEO Whitey
Basson says this was achieved in Whitey Basson – challenging
an environment in which internal trade conditions ahead.
food inflation had declined to
a third of what it was for the same period in 2008. “These results
were attained against the background of the prolonged recession
that became increasingly apparent as job losses and shrinking
disposable income took their toll on consumers.”
Basson says the global recession has not left the rest of Africa
unscathed. The group’s non‑RSA business achieved a sales
growth of 16.5 per cent at a constant rate of exchange. Owing to
the strengthening of the rand against other African currencies a
4.3 per cent sales growth in rand terms was achieved.
Basson says he expects a challenging trading period for the
rest of the financial year to June 2010. The current low food
inflation and substantially higher cost inflation in expense items
are likely to continue.

livescribe wins Wall street
journal award
The Pulse Smartpen from Livescribe has been named a runner‑up
in the 2009 Wall Street Journal Technology Innovation Awards
(consumer electronics category). This is the latest in a long list of
awards won by this innovative product. The Pulse Smartpen links
audio to handwritten notes. Using dotted paper technology that
allows the pen to track its own motion, the SmartPen gives the user
the ability to record audio from a meeting, lecture or interview while
taking notes. When the notes are reviewed by touching the pen to
any word, symbol or marking made on the page, the
SmartPen will play the audio that was recorded at
the exact moment that text was written.

With CEA as your partner, you will have taken the
first step towards a successful recruitment drive.
Enquiries:
Cherry Swanson
Cell: 082 780 7976
Tel: (011) 463 1177, Fax: 086 501 5059
e-mail: cearecruit@mweb.co.za
PO Box 71876 Bryanston 2021
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ellerine poised for growth after restructuring
Furniture group Ellerine Holdings, the
parent company of retail brands Ellerines,
Beares, Geen & Richards, Furniture
City, Wetherlys and Dial‑a‑Bed, says a
major restructuring exercise started
two years ago has helped the business
weather the effect of the downturn and
it is now poised to exploit new market
opportunities.
Among other initiatives, the group
rationalised its brand portfolio and
management team, while cutting
expenses as part of an effort to strengthen
its balance sheet.
CEO Toni Fourie says the restructuring
came at the right time, when consumer
spending was being stifled by high
interest rates and rising food prices,
further worsened when the economy
sank into its first recession in 17 years. “As
a group, the best news right now is that
the restructuring process is almost over.
We are moving from a phase of reduce,
consolidate and restructure into one of
stabilise, grow and build.”
The group started restructuring in
January last year, reducing its brands to
six from 13 and cutting its management
teams to allow for greater efficiency.
“The old 13 brands were fragmented

and diluted, so we felt it was time to
refocus and build six differentiated and
dominating brands,” Fourie explains. “This
exercise translated to a reduction of the
management team as well.
“We now have a substantially lower cost
base in the company and are well placed
for growth,” he adds.
Ellerine closed at least 160 stores
during the course of the restructuring
process and also sold non‑core businesses
Rainbow Loans and Early Bird. The
businesses of Furncity, Town Talk and
Savells Fairdeal were consolidated, leaving
Ellerine with a total of 650 stores. Lubners
was consolidated into Beares, while all
the group’s mattress businesses are now
trading under the Dial‑a‑Bed brand.
Fourie says the group has developed
a store for all its six brands with a new
look‑and‑feel. “This will enable us to better
penetrate the markets we cater for.”
During the restructuring phase Ellerine
moved its financial services to African
Bank, which, says Fourie, was to allow for
the retail part of the business to focus
on being a retail specialist. “As a result of
this transaction, we will be able to grow
our client base as the cost of credit has
decreased.”

toni Fourie – now in a forward momentum.
He adds, however, that this will not
necessarily result in excellent trading for
the group during the festive season as
the situation continues to be tough. “It is
going to be a tough Christmas, but we are
reasonably confident that we are going to
do okay.”
Ellerine plans to spend R120 million in
the year ahead on opening new stores.
Ellerines new‑look concept store at
Alexandra, Johannesburg
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Talking points

The fabric which covers the iron
frame of this chair in a ‘sling
technique’ can, after extreme
strain, revert to its original
shape, ensuring a high standard
of sophistication. It is also
weather and UV‑resistant and
very comfortable.
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Talking points

New trends bridge the
divide between indoor
and outdoor furniture
Having just returned from
Spoga, Germany, the
largest outdoor furniture
trade show in Europe,
MBM Exclusive Outdoor
Furniture Director Michelle
Gibbons shares her insights
into the emerging 2010
international outdoor
furniture trends that
will soon be seen here in
South Africa.

Although this armchair looks like a
tropical hard wood, feels like teak, is
the same weight as an A‑grade hard
wood and is treated and crafted as if it
were wood, it is actually 100 per cent
non‑wood and made from rice husks, salt
and mineral oils, and provides a surperior
alternative for consumers to consider.

Now more than ever outside space is
treated as another living area, especially
in South Africa where the climate
allows us to be outdoors almost all year
round. Consequently, there has been a
huge improvement in weatherisation
and outdoor furniture is now far more
multifunctional. With a greater interest
and awareness of the benefit of outdoor
rooms, the importance of outdoor spaces
has also increased.
The distinction between indoor and
outdoor furniture also seems to be
vanishing. Outdoor fabrics are now more
attractive than ever, and come in better
textures and colours. Outdoor furniture
can be used outside the home or taken
inside, depending on the user’s needs.

Greening
This is by far the biggest trend for 2010.
Teak has traditionally been the most
popular tropical wooden furniture.
However, with a far greater eco‑awareness
people are thinking twice before buying
any tropical hardwood.

Combination material
Another emerging trend is the
combination of wood with aluminium
frames. This gives a warm and striking
contrast of these two materials and makes
an outdoor living space very modern
and warm.

Mesh on metal
Outdoor furniture that has mesh‑type
material over iron frames is also popular.
This gives the chair air‑flow and also
ensures maximum comfort.

The combination of materials, such as
wood with aluminium frames is another
emerging trend in outdoor furniture.
Home Goods Retailer – November 2009
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Finding opportunity in the worst
of times, Unilever aims higher
Gail Klintworth –
“The recession has been good for us.”
In South Africa and around the world
Unilever has become synonymous with
quality products, brand building and
being a leading employer. With a global
mission to add vitality to life, this leading
FMCG giant meets everyday needs for
nutrition, hygiene and personal care with
400 brands that help millions of people
feel and look good.
Unilever’s 2008 annual report shows
it increased underlying sales growth by
7.4 per cent. Though exchange rates saw
turnover increase by only 0.8 per cent, net
profit was up by 28 per cent, boosted by
profits from international disposals.
The greatest potential for growth is
seen as being in Africa, Asia, and central

and eastern Europe with underlying
growth of 14. 2 per cent while that for
Western Europe is 1.3 per cent and the
Americas 6.4 per cent.
In the FMCG sector products stay with
one from cradle to grave. Therefore, it is
not surprising that Unilever should see
its greatest prospects coming from the
developing world where it is estimated
that the region will account for 70 per
cent of the world’s population by 2025.
The South African firm and the
developing and emerging market,
which has provided exponential growth
in turnover in the past two years, plays
a significant role in the global business,
contributing as much as 50 per cent
to growth, says Unilever South Africa
chairman Gail Klintworth. With local
turnover at R1.3 billion in 2008, the

local company intends to achieve an
average underlying growth of four to
five per cent over inflation per annum,
to double turnover and improve
profitability by 2015.
The full force of international
know‑how, coupled with local market
knowledge and a R500 million‑per‑year
kitty, is being brought to bear on brand
development and promotion to meet
this ambitious target. Though a leader
in seven of nine categories – washing
powders, household cleaners, bath soap,
deodorants, soups, seasonings and oils
(margarine) – Klintworth says there is
room to achieve more and make strides in
the hair care and tea markets.
“There is a lot of room to gain a bigger
page 17 ►

In July Unilever opened a R370 million state‑of‑the‑art warehouse in Pietermaritzburg, the first of two mega warehouses that will form the
backbone of the new distribution network in South Africa.
Home Goods Retailer – November 2009
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share in the market. Our brand strength
in South Africa is exceptional. Consumers
love them and in most homes one will
find some, if not all, Unilever brands and
our innovation of brands ensures that they
remain suitable to the market,” she says.
During 2006/2007 the global company
underwent a period of consolidation. It
merged its home and personal care and
food divisions, which had operated as two
completely independent businesses, and
disposed of other non‑core businesses.
Whether this is an example of good
management and leadership or simply
fortuitous is debatable. However, the
restructuring left the company leaner and
meaner as the recession bit.
“The recession has been good for us. It
has forced us to look at real affordability
and we have been able to deliver R470
million in savings to the consumer,”
says Klintworth.
The local company has also invested
heavily in capital expenditure. A new IT
transaction system is up and running,
each factory has undergone significant
capital investment to ensure increased
capacity, and in July a R370 million
state‑of‑the‑art warehouse was opened
in Pietermaritzburg. This is the first of

two mega warehouses that will form the
backbone of the new distribution network
in South Africa.
Rated as the largest advertising spender
in the FMCG sector with a spend of R645
million in 2008, according to Nielsen
Media research, the company has not
cut its communication spend, despite
the recession. Rather it has significantly
increased this investment and become
smart about how it communicates its
products’ messages.
Though trimming costs, Unilever has
not gone on a job cutting exercise nor has
it cut its graduate recruitment, training
and development budget.
A significant driver of growth is custom‑
er service and in Unilever’s case, this is the
retailer that ensures their product reaches
the consumers. According to Klintworth,
there has been so much change during
the personal and home care and food divi‑
sion merger two years ago that there was
a “wobble” in customer service. This is back
on track and the company wants to be the
number one choice for customers.
The recession has also focused thinking
on maintaining brand promise. The
company continually benchmarks its
products against branded and unbranded
competitors. “Monitoring any kind of

consumer complaint is core to our DNA,”
says Klintworth, pointing out that the
company is going to get tougher on
quality and standards worldwide.
There is an astute awareness that
decades of success can result in
self‑satisfaction that leads to a loss of
competitive edge. As a remedy, Unilever
has sought to actively inject competition
in an action orientated 30‑day turnaround
strategy that demands high performance.
Positioning South Africa as the test
market for success within the global
company context is perhaps a personal
mission for Klintworth. South Africa is
a unique country that is small, with a
concentrated population of 45‑50 million
people. The population is a perfect mix
of modern and older generations across
a microcosm of FMCG LSMs – from the
richest to the poorest – which makes it
ideal, she says.
For example, South Africa’s work on
the innovation and brand propositioning
of Sunlight has resulted in it becoming
the most successful global brand and
the fastest growing in the UK. Similarly,
the Knorr instore “What’s for dinner?”
promotion is going global and Rama’s
growth has been meteoric.
Source: Financial Mail, 30 October 2009
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Defy’s laundry range
STYLISH AESTHETICS AND INNOVATIVE
up‑to‑date technology make Defy’s range
of laundry appliances a must for any
home. The range includes front loading,
top loading and twin tub washing
machines, as well as tumble driers.

tWintuBs WashinG machines

Twinmaids 1000

There are three, models to choose from,
the Twinmaid 800 with adjustable water
level indicator (available in white), and the
Twinmaids 1000 and 1300 with extra large
wash capacity, available in a metallic or
white finish. All models feature polypro‑
pylene wash and spin tubs, lint filter, drain
pump and a three wash mode selector.

top loadeR WashinG machines

Laundromaid 1300

Defy has two top loaders, the Laundro‑
maid 920 and the Laundromaid 1300.
New to the Laundromaid 1300 is the
front mounted easy clean drain filter.
Both Laundromaids feature:
• Fuzzy logic
• LED display
• Pre‑set timers
• Removable lint filter
• A self diagnostic problem display to
help identify problem areas in the
event of failure
• An out of balance sensor
• Three wash temperatures
• The 920 has five wash programmes, 3
wash temperatures; 4 water levels and
is available in white
• The 1300 has six wash programmes, 3
wash temperatures, 7 water levels and
is available in white or a metallic finish

automaid 600 electRonic

Maximaid 850
18

|

The Automaid 600 electronic, with
significantly reduced water consumption
and large pothole opening features:
• Programme progress indicator
• 600 rpm spin speed and duration
of spin resulting in better moisture
extraction and less drying time needed
afterwards
• A quick wash for lightly soiled clothing
• 11 wash programmes
• 5kg capacity
• Rinse plus option
• A variable thermostat for the selection
of the required water temperature

•

•

Serviceability has been greatly
improved; removal of the front panel
allows easy access to components
Low water and electricity usage

maXimaid 850 and 720
The Maximaid 850, with its 8kg front load
capacity is available in a metallic finish.
The Maximaid 720 has a 7kg capacity and
comes in a metallic or white finish.
Features in both products include:
• extensive automatic wash programmes
• Time delay option
• LED display
• Variable spin speed
• Quick wash
• Super rinse wool programmes
• Anti‑creasing option
• Removal filter
• Reversible porthole door
• Automatic water control system
• Low water and electricity usage

tumBle dRieRs
The Defy Autodry and Autodry Premium are
both available in a metallic or white ﬁnish.
Features of the Autodry:
• Advanced pressurized cabin
• 5kg dry load capacity
• Up to 135 minutes drying time
• Reversible action tumble
• Door safety switch
• A 10 minute cooling down cycle
Features of the sophisticated Autodry
Premium:
• 6kg dry load capacity
• Automatic electronic dryness selection
and sensing
• Ducted venting
• Programme selection
• “Clean the filter” indicator light
• End of cycle buzzer
• Large door
All Defy laundry products are guaranteed
for two years with parts and service
available nationwide. For further product
information visit : www.defy.co.za
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samsung diamond promises reliable
durability and excellent fabric care
Samsung Electronics’ Diamond washing
machine is made for design conscious
users who expect durability and the
best fabric care for their clothing. Recent
research shows that purchases of washing
machines cite not only durability and
safety as important factors, but also
product longevity, and there is a greater
need for additional features and the
benefits of better fabric care, as reasons of
health and personal satisfaction emerge in
consumer surveys.
Among the special features of the
newly launched Diamond washing ma‑
chine are voltage and leakage protection,
which contribute to the product’s safety
and durability. In particular, Volt Control
enables the machine to operate safely
within a voltage deviation of about 25 per
cent, a feature exclusive to Samsung.
The Ceramic Heater more than triples
the lifespan of an average conventional
heater owing to its double ceramic

coating, while Aqua Stop is an internal
water safeguard consisting of a two‑step
leakage protection system with digital
sensors at both the water source and the
base of the machine.
The Diamond washing machine
takes excellent care of consumers’ most
cherished fabrics. With the unique
embossed design of the Diamond
Drum, the water exit holes are 43
per cent smaller than conventional
models and located deep within
each diamond‑shaped depression to
prevent fabrics from being caught and
consequently damaged. The Diamond
Drum of the Diamond’s front‑loading
washing machine is ideal for everyday
laundry needs. A Wool Course’takes care
of delicate items while Silver Wash is
designed to effectively remove all dirt and
bacteria from clothes, so that users can be
100 per cent confident that each load of
laundry is perfectly clean and hygienic.

Like the world’s strongest gem
symbolising everlasting love, Samsung’s
Diamond washing machine is similarly
elegant and feminine.
Samsung Diamond Washing Machine
offers consumers a seven kilogram
capacity in white or silver and four types
of door styles that will suit even the most
design conscious consumer’s style.

save up to 50% water, time and energy
with Whirlpool

Whirlpool’s AquaSteam washing machine
delivers more than just perfect cleaning, it
looks great too.
Underlining Whirlpool’s ongoing
commitment to finding eco‑solutions
to people’s daily needs Whirlpool’s new
6TH Sense AquaSteam washing machine
delivers an impressive saving of up to

20

|

50 per cent of water, time and energy.
Integrating Whirlpool’s most advanced
sustainable technology to the 6TH Sense,
users only need to select the fabric
type and the 6TH Sense recognises
the exact size of the load and adapts
resources accordingly. Consequently,
water consumption is reduced during
the washing cycle, increasing the
detergent concentration to optimise
washing performances.
Complementing this, the 6TH Sense
AquaSteam Washing Machine features
different steam programmes to meet
every need. Steam Stain Removal
naturally relaxes fibres to remove even
the toughest stains. Combined with 6TH
Sense to detect exactly how much water
and steam to use for each load, the cycle
is adapted accordingly, resulting in the 50

per cent saving of energy, water and time.
Further steam programmes include
the Steam Antibacterial which sanitises
clothes even at the lowest temperatures
(from 40ºC programmes), while with
Steam Self‑Sanitisation the washer
(specifically the drum) is cleaned. This is
complemented by the Refresher cycle to
help remove smoke and other odours,
leaving clothes ready to wear again in just
20 minutes. The steam programme can
even be used before ironing for a simpler
ironing experience.
In‑line with Whirlpool’s new design
aesthetic, Carisma, the 6TH Sense
AquaSteam washing machine is modern
and minimalist, featuring soft edges,
crisp lines and a smooth integration of
features for an overall sleek, modern feel
combined with maximum ease of use.
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Market Review

Washing machines

Unit sales down, but festive season o
This market review is provided by
market research organisation GfK,
which tracks the sales of consumer
durables through monthly retail
audits done on model level. The
audit is carried out across all
relevant channels of distribution. In
South Africa GfK currently tracks and
reports on 45 product categories
within the consumer electronic,
domestic appliances, telecoms, IT,
gaming and sports markets.

The last two years have seen the washing machine sector come
under rand value and sales volume pressure. Like many other
consumer durable products, it has been affected by a downturn
in economic factors such as inflationary pressures, increasing
interest rates, rising fuel prices and the implementation of the
National Credit Act in June 2007. However, the strengthening of
the rand against the US dollar over the past 12 months has cast
some positive light on this category.

The sales units figure of 338 000 from January to September
2009 is down just over nine per cent (374 000) units from
the same period last year. The rand value perspective is fairly
positive, showing an increase of just over 4.5 per cent in January
to September 2008 compared to the same period in 2009. This
impact on the market is owing to increased inflation.
From historical data the upward seasonal growth in the Sep‑
tember to December 2008 period casts a positive outlook on the
coming festive months for 2009, and retailers and manufacturers
look set to benefit from this seasonal trend. The average retail sell‑
ing price has experienced an increase of around 18 per cent from
R2351 in January 2008 to R2785 in January 2009, most of which is
owing to inflation and a slowdown in credit‑driven channels.
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Consumer spending has remained stable over the past six months.
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Retailers can benefit from the upcoming festive season.
Consumer spending within channels has remained stable
over the past six months. Channel developments since April
2009 seem to be fairly stable with mass merchants and furniture
specialists dominating the distribution standings, making up 83
per cent in unit sales and 78 per cent in value respectively in the
current reporting period.
24
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Waning popularity for cheaper models
Pricing structure of the washing machine market over
six‑month rolling average periods (April/September 2008
to April/September 2009) has consistently shown the lower
price bands shrinking in unit share and the upper price
brands growing. The lower price band (R1000<R2000) has
dropped from 49 per cent in April/September 2008 to 38 per
cent in April/September 2009, indicating an eleven per cent
drop in the current reporting period.
The upper price band (R3000<R4000) has shown the most
significant increase in unit share, growing from 14 per cent
in April/September 2008 to 22 per cent in April/September
2009, indicating an eight per cent increase in the current
reporting period. The main reason for the shift in these
shares is largely inflation and price increases. Consumers
are now paying higher prices for products with the same
features, and in some cases, even paying more for products
with fewer features.
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n outlook is positive
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Lower priced models are losing market share.s
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capacity is key
Examining the various roles different types of washing machines
play in South Africa, capacity becomes a strong selling point
as South African families tend to be larger than their European
counterparts. This gives an advantage to high‑capacity top
loading models, which make up over 80 per cent of sales on
average from April to September 2009.
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Consumers seem to prefer entry level top loaders.
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Capacity is a strong selling point in South Africa.s
The entry level robust twin tub models have dropped in
market share from 39 per cent in April 2009 to 36 per cent in
September 2009, indicating a three per cent drop in unit sales in
the current reporting period. Import duties on twin tub models
have increased their prices. Consumers could therefore be opting
to purchase entry level top loading models. Top loading unit sales
have increased from 41 per cent in April 2009 to 45 per cent in
September 2009, showing a four per cent increase in unit share.

Energy efficiency labeling on appliances has been a key talking
point since 2008. With rapid urbanisation in South Africa, which
has resulted in power shortages and increasing energy costs,
little progress has been made by Government in enforcing
energy efficiency standards. However, with Eskom hiking prices
rising to over 30 per cent in 2009 and further dramatic increases
expected in 2010, energy efficient models will come increasingly
under the spotlight as consumers aim to maximise savings on
their energy bills.
Retailers can benefit from this by convincing consumers to
up‑trade to more expensive models which use less water and
electricity. The challenge for retailers over the coming festive
period and beyond is to effectively market and communicate
features such as energy efficiency and other key selling points
to maximise sales in current extremely competitive markets and
tough economic circumstances.
Home Goods Retailer – November 2009
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Product Showcase

lG puts speed into vacuum cleaning
The bagless Kompressor vacuum cleaner
with LG Electronic’s innovative steam
function and Sani Punch nozzle offers
both vacuum and mopping option.
This not only helps save precious
time but also ensures deeper cleaning.
Additionally, the Sani Punch nozzle
is specifically designed for fabric and
reduces dust mites and allergens
from mattresses, quilts and blankets.
Furthermore, it features the world’s first
motorised dust compression technology
that prevents dust particles from
spreading into living areas of the house

by forming solid dust cubes inside the
machine that are hygienic and easy to
dispose of.
“The Kompressor is the ultimate
solution for a cleaner, healthier lifestyle,
minimising the effort that people have
to put into cleaning while still delivering
maximum results,” says LG Electronics
marketing director Michelle Potgieter.
Aesthetically, the LG Kompressor has a
softer, rounder design with a minimalist
look. The vacuum cleaner is also compact
and light, weighing just 6.5 kilograms and is
available in a number of custom colours.

epson all-in-one printer matches
style with substance

Epson’s Stylus TX410 offers cost‑effective
printer, scanner and copier functionality in a
stylish and compact unit.
Packaged within a stylish and contempo‑
rary black design that characterises the Ep‑
son Stylus range, the Stylus TX410 delivers
exceptional quality, speed and versatility
to meet the demands of the modern home.
The TX410 has a small footprint to
optimise space‑efficiency and uses
individual ink cartridges. This supports
cost‑efficient printing as consumers only
need to replace the colour they use,
minimising ink wastage. The Epson Stylus
TX410 uses Epson DURABrite Ultra Ink
which is resistant to water, smudging
and fading and provides superb text and
lab‑quality photos, which can last up to
200 years when stored in a photo album.
The TX410 caters for the increasing
popularity of digital photography by
offering users the ability to print photos
without connecting the unit to a PC. To
further enhance photo‑functionality, the
TX410 includes a 6.3cm crystal‑clear LCD

viewer to simplify navigation of print
options and to view and print photos
without the need to start a PC.
This model also features Epson Photo‑
Enhance technology, enabling users to
get the best out of their photos. Images
featuring skin tones, landscapes and
skylines are detected automatically and
reproduced with enhanced colour settings
to improve the overall tones and contrasts.
Also included is Epson Easy Photo Print,
which makes it easy to remove red‑eye.
The Stylus TX410 in‑built 1200dpi
scanner delivers fast, high‑quality scanning
of both images and text documents. It
is easy to make stand‑alone copies or
scan via the PC, and Epson Easy Photo Fix
restores colour, removes dust and corrects
backlight on faded or old scanned photos.
Epson SA product manager Lyle
Mitchley says: “With the new Stylus
TX410 series we have created a printer
that looks and performs better than its
predecessors. It is versatile and efficient
and offers high‑quality output to meet all
the printing, scanning and copying needs
of our consumers.
“The Epson Stylus TX410 is an Energy
Star‑qualified printer, reflecting Epson’s
ongoing focus to reduce the carbon
emissions attributed to the use of
its products,” he continues. “Recent
energy‑saving innovations include an
automatic standby function which
reduces electricity consumption and
improves cost efficiency.”

The bagless LG Kompressor vacuum cleaner
ensures quick and effortless vacuuming.

intellipen accessor y
pack now available
Good news for Intellipen retailers is
that the Intellipen accessory pack is
now available in South Africa.
“Some consumers have been
concerned about finding replacement
ink and batteries for the device,” says
Intellipen’s Steve Nossel. “Although
the ink and batteries are readily avail‑
able, some people have not been sure
of where to find them. Now they need
not worry as we have put together
a package that includes everything
they need.”
The accessory package comes with
five replacement ink cartridges, two
batteries, and a pair of tweezers to
remove the old ink cartridge.
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Technology Focus

Blu-ray
“the expectation is that
Blu-ray will eventually
replace dVds

”
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Technology Focus

taking hi-definition entertainment
to a whole new level
Blu-ray disc is a nextgeneration optical disc
format which supersedes
the standard DVD format.
Its main uses are for
storing PlayStation 3
games, high-definition
video and data storage.
While the disc has the
same physical dimensions
as standard DVDs and
CDs, a single-layer Blu-ray
Disc can hold up to 25
gigabytes of data and a
double-layer Blu-ray Disc
holds up to 50 gigabytes
of data; this is more than
five times the storage
capacity of traditional
DVDs. This extra capacity
combined with the use of
advanced video and audio
codecs offers consumers
an unprecedented viewing
experience.

Blu‑ray disc uses a “blue” laser to read and
write data, as opposed to conventional
DVDs and CDs which use red and near
infrared lasers. The blu‑violet laser
has a shorter wavelength, making it
possible to focus the laser spot with
even greater precision, thereby allowing
data to be packed more tightly and to
be stored in less space. As a result, more
information can now be stored on a
standard 12cm CD/DVD‑sized disc. Yet,
despite the different type of lasers used,
Blu‑ray products can easily be made
backwards‑compatible with conventional
CDs and DVDs by using a BD/DVD/
CD‑compatible optical pickup unit.

“the Blu-ray disc brings

a whole new dimension to
home entertainment

”

With its capacity to carry high‑
definition (HD) data, as well as pictures
in the 1920×1080 resolution (the
resolution for full HD images), the Blu‑ray
disc brings a whole new dimension to
home entertainment. As HD offers five
times the amount of detail compared to
standard‑definition (SD), scenes appear to
come to life as details leap at the screen,
movements are completely smooth and
images are crystal clear.
However, conventional DVDs can only
support SD and don’t have the necessary
storage capacity to satisfy the needs of
HD, which Blu‑ray does. In addition to the
greater video and audio quality, Blu‑ray’s
extra storage capacity also means there
will be plenty of room for additional
comment and special features. This,
combined with the new BD‑J interactivity

layer adopted by Blu‑ray, will bring the
menus, graphics and special features to a
whole new level. For example, users will
be able to bring up the menu system as
an overlay without stopping the movie,
and they could have the director of the
movie on the screen explaining the
shooting of a scene while the scene is
playing in the background.
The advanced interactivity combined
with the networking features of Blu‑ray
will also allow content producers to
support innovative features such as
downloading extras, updating content via
the web, and watching live broadcasts of
special events.
Its greatly enhanced HD video and
audio quality as well as the advanced
interactivity and networking features
means Blu‑ray represents a huge leap
forward in the DVD viewing experience.
The expectation is that Blu‑ray will
eventually replace DVDs. Blu‑ray is
currently supported by about 200 of the
world’s leading consumer electronics,
personal computer, recording media,
video game and music companies.

“Blu-ray represents a huge
leap forward in the dVd
viewing experience

”

The format also has support from all
Hollywood studios and countless smaller
studios as a successor to today’s DVD
format. Many studios have also announced
that they will begin releasing new feature
films on Blu‑ray Disc day‑and‑date with
DVD, as well as a continuous slate of
catalogue titles every month.
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Gallery

hirsch’s acknowledges service excellence
Hirsch’s has presented an award of
excellence to Samsung South Africa
Customer Care Manager Jack Osher for his
commitment to ensuring the happiness of
the Hirsch’s and Samsung companies.
“Jack is always willing to go the extra
mile and has set a standard so far above
that which can be expected, that it cannot
go unnoted,” says Hirsch’s chairman Allan
Hirsch. “Jack is an ambassador for Samsung
and the industry in the assistance he
provides to his customers, dealers and
Samsung itself.
“Jack’s commitment to service and
brand excellence is phenomenal. He sets
the example for others in the same and
similar positions. His assistance is greatly

appreciated and we congratulate him on
being an example of the perfect customer
care manager.”

people on the move
changing of the guard at
ellerines

Ellerines’ new managing executive Sedick
Arendse (right) and deputy managing
executive Bongani Mageba.
Sedick Arendse is the new managing
executive at Ellerines. A qualified
mechanical engineer by profession,
Arendse holds an honours degree in
business management and an MBA
from Stellenbosch University, as well as
a diploma in retail leadership (Babson
College, USA). He has also studied retail
operations with INSEAD (France) and
is currently enrolled as a PhD student
30

|

with the School of Business Leadership
at UNISA.
Arendse’s career journey leading
to retail management has taken him
through industrial engineering, business
management, logistics and supply chain
to marketing and operations. Prior to
joining Ellerines he headed up retail
operations at Edcon.
Bongani Mageba has been appointed
deputy managing executive at Ellerines.
Mageba has a B Proc and LLB from the
then University of Natal, where he was
awarded a university scholarship to
study for his masters in law, based on his
academic performance and leadership
potential. In 2008 Mageba topped off his
qualifications with an MBA through Gibbs
Institute, achieving eight distinctions in
the process.
He has worked at a number of blue
chip companies, including spending eight
years in the HR department of Unilever
SA and four years as a general manager
at Amalgamated Beverage Industries (a
subsidiary of SA Breweries). He also spent
a year handling special projects in the
office of the CEO at Edcon.
Arendse, Mageba and their team are
busy with the design and implementation
of the strategic plan that will eventually
see all four Ellerines brands consolidated
into a single Ellerines.

Hirsch’s Jonathan Stevens (left), Allan
Hirsch and Margaret Hirsch with Jack Osher
(second from right).

“The next three years will not only
see consolidation of the stores in
some existing locations where there is
duplication, but also expansion into areas
where the brand hasn’t yet ventured,” says
Arendse. “But as the consolidation process
evolves the primary focus will be on
customers and their needs.”

Belgotex ceo retires
After 24 years at Belgotex Floorcoverings,
Daniel Dolpire has decided to take early
retirement owing to personal and health
reasons, but will continue to serve on the
Belgotex board as executive vice‑chairman.
Frank Moffat has been appointed
CEO of Belgotex Floorcoverings, who
together with COO Kevin Walsh and
CFO Steve Truter will manage and grow
Belgotex Floorcoverings activities on a
worldwide basis.
Daniel Dolpire will oversee the change
of the management structure.

lewis appoints directors
Lewis group has appointed Zarina Bassa
and Sizakele Marutlulle as non‑executive
directors to the board. Bassa is a chartered
accountant with a strong financial services
background and will serve as a member
of the group’s audit and risk committee.
Marutlulle has a marketing background
with extensive expertise in the group’s
target market.
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Publisher's Comment

A stuffed stocking –
or a sad and empty one?
Will Christmas bells be merrily ringing next month? Such a question
would have been regarded as absurd not that long ago, and
indeed would have been regarded with total incomprehension.
Christmas was Christmas and could be counted on, just as surely as
night follows day, to do the business.
No matter how slack the preceding months’ trading had been,
retailers and suppliers alike knew, just knew, that any budgeted
shortfalls would be more than made up in those few frantic weeks
up to 25 December. Jingling tills and jingle bells was the same heady
music. So consumers overreached themselves in the weeks preceding
Christmas, so what? Hadn’t they done that forever and a day?
A brief(ish) hangover invariably followed in the new year and that was
that. Business thereafter resumed as usual.
But times have changed. So much so that most retailers are fearing
the worst Christmas in living memory. Not that one would think
so when venturing into the shopping malls and shopping centres
that dot our cities like so many currants in a cake. The Christmas
decorations went up on time and consumers have been subjected to
the same overwhelming message from retailers – ‘stuff your stockings’!
The festive season offers are proliferating: toys, clothing, shoes,
cosmetics, exotic foodstuffs, holidays and travel – are there for the
taking – or rather the buying.
Will consumers, already strapped to the hilt, respond to these
bewitching siren songs, these gaudy repeated invitations to spend?
If they do as they always have done, then many retailers’ bacon will
have been saved. We believe that most consumers actually are in
two minds about spending this Christmas. The annual blandishments
are almost irresistible, but there is, we are certain, a small, still voice
urging caution.
The NCR makes the point that consumers are worse off this year
than last year, and that reckless spending would cause immense pain
in 2010. One cannot argue anything different and when one puts
into the equation the million or so jobs that have been lost this year
alone, then the challenge facing retailers this Christmas, seems almost
insurmountable.
So the sounds of jingling tills will be muted, but for retailers and
suppliers prepared to go the extra mile, to meet consumers half‑way
with innovative, value‑for‑money products, and who are prepared to
spend a little extra to get that message across, Father Christmas may
yet deliver. To be honest, he has never failed…
Ian Hughes
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Ricardo BRS

Ricardo DRS

Telephone: (012) 333-3162/3/4, Fax: (012) 333-6453, 32 Eland Str, Koedoespoort, Pretoria, 0186
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Reliability

Quality
C O N T O U R

CLIMATE CONTROL™
DUAL GRID

Climate Control™

Flexizone Pocket Spring™

Mediflex™

Maxi Koil Spring System™

for all round
perfect ventilation

individual springs
for maximum comfort

extra firm high density
laminated Feelo Foam Core

for long lasting
ultimate support

We don’t say we make the best mattress,
our customers do ™
Contour Bedding Pty (Ltd)
Tel: +27 11 342 1190/91 • Fax: +27 11 945 4026 • e-mail: info@conbed.com
399–406 Jesmond Avenue, Nancefield Industrial Sites, Johannesburg, 2135, Gauteng
PO Box 82344, Southdale, Johannesburg, 2135
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